Multifunctional Biological Properties and Topical Film Forming Spray Base on *Auricularia polytricha* as a Natural Polysaccharide Containing Brown *Agaricus bisporus* Extract for Skin Hydration
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Abstract: Mushrooms are edible fungi containing valuable nutrients. They provide attractive bioactive properties, which have confirmed anti-oxidants, anti-aging, and anti-inflammatory properties. Mushrooms possess abundant natural polymers affecting skin hydration and acting as moisturizers supporting skin barrier function. In this study, cloud ear mushroom (*Auricularia polytricha*) water extract (CW) was produced as a natural polymer to evaluate a new film-forming spray (FFS) containing CW to increase skin hydration and protect transepidermal water loss. CW contained polysaccharides as 748.2 ± 0.02 mg glucose/g extract. CW significantly inhibited the secretion of IL-6 and TNF-α and enhanced skin hydration by increasing aquaporin-3 (AQP3) and filaggrin (FLG) in HaCaT cells. The FFS was formulated using CW, sodium polystyrene sulfonate, and glycerin. The selected formulation contained brown *Agaricus bisporus* (BE-FFS) evaluated physical appearance, spray angle, spray pattern, and in vitro skin permeation. The BE-FFS has a transparent thin film with suitable occlusive properties, drying time, and physical appearance. Afterward, in vitro skin permeation and human hydration property studies presented the long-lasting effects and provided safety and hydration potential after 4 weeks of use. Overall, all results indicate that the BE-FFS is a natural film-forming spray for skin hydration improvement.
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1. Introduction

The skin is a barrier to protect the body against external factors such as microorganisms, chemicals, and environmental harm. Moisturizers are essential factors for skin barrier function related to the stratum corneum (SC), playing a vital role in transepidermal water loss (TEWL) [1]. The main components in the SC are natural moisturizing factors (NMFs), which are present in corneocytes and are highly efficient humectants absorbing hydration in the skin. NMFs contain amino acids or their derivatives, such as pyrrolidone carboxylic acid (PCA), urocanic acid, lactic acid, urea, and sugars [2]. These water-soluble compounds are formed by filaggrin (FLG) breakdown in keratinocytes [3]. Aquaporin-3 (AQP3) is a...
protein that works as a water or glycerol transport channel and is involved in keratinocyte proliferation and TEWL in the epidermis [4]. Moreover, FLG and AQP3 are related to skin hydration and enhance skin barrier function. When the skin barrier is damaged, it can lead to skin problems such as aging, dryness, and inflammation. Therefore, moisturizers are key to maintaining skin barrier function with their properties including humectant, emollient, and occlusive effects.

Film forming spray (FFS) is a topical spray formulation applied in multiple fields such as cosmetics and pharmaceuticals, useful for skin hydration and maintaining skin water balance. FFS must be prepared using typical polymers that form film properties as a thin transparent film. Applying FFS to adhere to the skin after being sprayed is comfortable and helps distribute the drug. The properties of the polymer act as sustained release to the skin. In addition, a thin film can increase the active compounds’ contact time and permeability and prevent the loss of water vapor from the skin surface [5,6]. The three types of polymers are synthetic, semi-synthetic, and natural. Synthetic polymers are derived from petroleum oil and are made of nylon, polyethylene, and polyester. Semi-synthetic polymers are prepared by modifying the properties of natural polymers, such as cellulose nitrate and cellulose acetate. In contrast, natural polymers are produced by the microbial action of organisms such as polysaccharides biopolymers [7]. Polysaccharides derived from edible mushrooms are gaining attention for their several bio-activities including antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, anti-aging, and photoprotective effects [8]. Accordingly, edible mushroom polysaccharides are potential sources of natural bioactive polymers exhibiting a hydration effect due to hyaluronic acid and collagen [9].

Auricularia polytricha (A. polytricha), also known as Cloud Ear, is an edible mushroom highly cultivated in East Asia. It has been reported for its bio-active compounds, including flavonoids and phenolic acids, contributing to bio-activities such as hypoglycemic effect, antitumor activity, and anti-oxidant activity [10]. Moreover, A. polytricha is highly nutritious, containing proteins, carbohydrates, and polysaccharides. Increasing attention has been given to developing transparent thin film with different therapeutics for human skin, including skin hydration and maintenance of skin water balance. However, our previous study showed brown A. bisporus extract their biological activities, including antioxidant, anti-aging, and anti-inflammation, and more potential associated with healing the skin barrier function and skin hydration [11]. In this study, brown A. bisporus extract was continuously selected as an active compound for FFS, which is helpful for cosmeceutical function. Thus, this study aims to evaluate the effects of a topical FFS base on A. polytricha as a natural polysaccharide containing brown A. bisporus extract for improving skin hydration and transepidermal water loss in a clinical study as an alternative skin hydration product.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), ergothioneine, gallic acid, retinoic acid, anthrone, copper sulfate, sodium potassium tartrate, sodium carbonate and Folin–Ciocalteu reagent were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Germany. Sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS), sodium polystyrene sulfonate (SPS), and glycerin were purchased from Chanjao Longevity Co., Ltd., Bangkok, Thailand. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and ethanol were purchased from Labscan, Dublin, Ireland. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM), fetal bovine serum, 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT), penicillin–streptomycin, and trypan blue were purchased from Gibco, Thailand. The human immortalized keratinocyte (HaCaT) cells were purchased from Pacific Science, Thailand (Catalog No. EP-CL-0090, Lot No. 83001142008). Human IL-6 and TNF-α were purchased from Elabscience Biotechnology, Houston, TX, USA. Human FLG and AQP3 were purchased from MyBiosource™, San Diego, CA, USA.
2.2. Cloud Ear Mushroom Extraction

Cloud ear mushrooms were purchased from the Royal Project Foundation Thailand between 2020 and 2021. The freshly fruiting body of mushrooms was dried in a hot air oven (UN 55 Memmert, Schwabach, Germany) at 50 ± 2 °C for an hour. Dried mushrooms were ground to powder using a blender (600 W, Viva Collection Blender, Philips, Bangkok, Thailand) and were extracted with ethanol followed by hot water at 85 °C for 4 h. After that, the extract was filtered through Whatman® filter paper No.1. The solvent was removed using a rotary evaporator (Buchi R-300, Essen, Germany) until the concentrated extract was obtained. The cloud ear mushroom extract (CW) was kept in an amber glass at 2 ± 2 °C for further use.

2.3. Determination of Total Polysaccharides Content

The total polysaccharide content was evaluated using an anthrone method with some modifications [12]. The anthrone reagent was prepared with 0.2% w/v anthrone in sulfuric acid. Briefly, the sample (50 µL) was mixed with anthrone reagent (100 µL) and incubated at 80 °C for 5 min in a water bath (Memmert Waterbath WNB, Schwabach, Germany). The absorbance was measured at 625 nm using a UV-vis spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). The analytical curve was plotted using standard D-glucose with different concentrations (y = 3.9027x + 0.4686), where y is the absorbance value and x is the standard glucose content (mg). The results were expressed as milligrams of glucose equivalent per gram of extract using the equation below.

\[
\text{Total polysaccharides content (mg glucose/g extract)} = \frac{(c \times V \times D)}{N}
\]

where c is the concentration of glucose (mg), V is the sample volume (mL), D is the dilution factor and N is the weight of the sample (g).

2.4. Cell Culture

2.4.1. Determination of Cytotoxicity

The HaCaT cells in 96-well plates were seeded at 1 × 10⁴ cells/well with the medium (DMEM with 10% v/v fetal bovine serum, 1% v/v penicillin, and streptomycin solution) and incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO₂ incubator. After 24 h, the medium was then removed, and the sample (100 µL) was added and incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO₂ incubator for 48 h. 15 µL of MTT reagent (5 mg/mL) was added and incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO₂ incubator for 4 h. The solution was removed and replaced by DMSO. The absorbance was measured using a microplate reader at a wavelength of 570 nm with a reference wavelength of 630 nm. The results were calculated using the equation below.

\[
\% \text{ Cell viability} = \frac{(\text{OD of sample well}/\text{OD of vehicle control}) \times 100}{(\text{OD of sample well}/\text{OD of vehicle control}) \times 100}
\]

where the OD of the sample is the absorbance of the treated cells, and the OD of the vehicle control is the absorbance of the untreated cells.

2.4.2. Quantification of IL-6 and TNF-α Secretions by ELISA

The culture supernatant was used to determine IL-6 and TNF-α secretions. HaCaT cells were seeded at 1 × 10⁴ cells/well in 96-well plates and incubated at 37 °C at 5% CO₂ for 24 h. The cells were pretreated with the sample (50 µL) for 2 h in a 5% CO₂ incubator and the medium (DMEM with 10% v/v fetal bovine serum, 1% v/v penicillin, and streptomycin solution) was removed. LPS was added at a final concentration of 1 µg/mL and incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO₂ incubator for 24 h. The collected supernatant was centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 5 min. Pro-inflammatory cytokines including IL-6 and TNF-α were determined using the sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent (ELISA) assay following the manufacturer protocol (Elabscience, Houston, TX, USA).
2.4.3. Expression of FLG and AQP3 by ELISA

HaCaT cells were used to study the expression of FLG and AQP3. HaCaT cells were seeded at $1 \times 10^4$ cells/well in 24-well plates. Cells were treated with the sample for 96 h at 37 °C, in a 5% CO$_2$ incubator. After incubation and harvesting, cells were lysed using freeze-thaw cycles to break up the cell membranes. The technique involves freezing a cell suspension in a dry ice bath and then thawing the material in a water bath at 37 °C with multiple cycles. Protein concentrations after the cells were lysed were measured using the Lowry’s method. 20 µL of the test solution was mixed with 2.5 mL of copper reagent (1% w/v copper sulfate, 2% w/v sodium potassium tartrate, and 2% w/v sodium carbonate) at room temperature. After 10 min, 1 M Folin-Ciocalteu reagent with 250 µL was rapidly mixed and incubated for 30 min. The absorbance was measured at 600 nm using a microplate reader. Cell lysed was measured using a Human FLG ELISA Kit (MyBioSource, San Diego, CA, USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions. FLG was measured at 450 nm using a microplate reader. Retinoic acid was used as a positive control, and the assays were performed in triplicate.

HaCaT cells were treated for 24 h at 37 °C in a 5% CO$_2$ incubator. After that, the cell culture supernatant was centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 5 min and collected. The concentration of AQP3 was detected using a Human AQP3 ELISA Kit (MyBiosource, San Diego, CA, USA) following manufacturer instructions. AQP3 was measured at 450 nm using a microplate reader. Retinoic acid was used as a positive control, and the assays were performed in triplicate.

2.5. Optimization of Film Forming Spray Base

To optimize the film-forming spray base, the ratio of CW/SPS/glycerin was optimized to identify the mixture with a high percentage of the occlusive properties and minimize the drying time of film forming spray. The optimization was performed using the Design-Expert® (Version 7, Stat-Ease Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA). All components of the formulation were dissolved in water and mixed well. The active compound was mixed after the film-forming spray base was obtained. The range values of each ingredient for the experimental run are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Independent variables and mixture design of FFS base.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUN</th>
<th>A (CW)</th>
<th>B (SDS)</th>
<th>C (GLY)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6. Preparation of Film Forming Spray Containing Brown A. bisporus Extract

FFS base was prepared using a simple solution method with the combination of SPS, CW, glycerin, and active compound. First, SPS as a synthetic polymer was dissolved in water and stirred using a magnetic stirrer. CW as a natural polymer was added to a solution. Then glycerin was added as a plasticizer and adjusted up to final weight with water. After that, brown Agaricus bisporus extract (BE) as the active ingredient was added to the film-forming spray and mixed well to completely formulate BE-FFS. The concentration
of 0.5% \( w/w \) BE related to our previous studies was chosen as an active ingredient because it revealed excellent properties including anti-aging, anti-oxidant, and skin inflammation, preventing abnormal epidermal skin barrier function [11].

2.7. Evaluation of the BE-FFS

2.7.1. Film Forming Characteristics

Physical appearance: The clarity and color of film forming spray were evaluated by visual inspection. In addition, the physical appearance of formation after spray on the skin surface was also evaluated by visual inspection.

Viscosity: The viscosity of the film-forming spray was measured using a viscometer (Brookfield Engineering Laboratories, Middleboro, MA, USA). BE-FFS with a volume of 100 mL was evaluated viscosity at 20.0 ± 0.5 °C for 5 min. The viscosity of each sample was recorded every 30 s.

pH: The pH of the film-forming spray was measured using a digital pH meter (Seven-Compact™ S220, Greifensee, Switzerland).

2.7.2. Drying Time

The formulation was evaluated for drying time with some modifications [13]. BE-FFS was sprayed on the human forearm. After a fixed period of time, a glass plate was placed on the skin without pressure. Investigation by the naked eye, BE-FFS is considered as dry when liquid is not found on the glass plate after removal. If the liquid remains on the skin, the experiment was repeated with an increase in drying time. A good film-forming spray should have a minimum drying time to avoid a long waiting time. The time required for completely drying the film was recorded.

2.7.3. Occlusive Factor

The water vapor permeability of the formulation was also vital to determine the occlusive factor with some modifications [14] because it affects skin hydration. The film-forming spray was sprayed over a cellulose filter paper having a surface area of 18 cm\(^2\). The cellulose filter paper was placed on the beaker containing 30 mL of water. A similar beaker with water was covered with cellulose filter paper without the formulation as a control. The total weight of the beaker and water was recorded. The beaker was incubated in a hot air oven at 40 °C for 24 h with 50 to 55 %RH. The total weight was recorded after incubation for the volume of water loss. The occlusive factor was determined based on the weight of water loss in the beaker and calculated using the following equation.

\[
F = \frac{(A - B)}{A} \times 100
\]

where \( A \) is the weight of water lost without spraying, and \( B \) is the volume of water lost with spraying.

2.7.4. Spray Pattern and Spray Angle

The study of the spray pattern and spray angle was performed using methylene blue with some modifications [15]. Methylene blue at a concentration of 0.1% \( w/w \) was added to the film-forming spray and mixed until homogeneous. The formulation was sprayed on a sheet of bagasse paper (15 × 15 cm\(^2\)) 7 cm away from the paper. The obtained two-dimensional images of the spray patterns were then analyzed using Image J Software and characterized in terms of the area. Spray angle (\( \theta \)) was calculated using the following equation.

\[
\text{Spray angle (}\theta\text{)} = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{l}{r} \right)
\]

where \( l \) is the distance between the sprayer and the paper, and \( r \) is the radius of the sprayed circle.
2.8. In Vitro Skin Permeation Study of BE-FFS

An in vitro skin permeation study was conducted using Franz diffusion cell (Logan instruments, Somerset, NJ, USA) with some modifications [16]. This study was to investigate the permeation of active ingredients from film forming through a synthetic membrane (300 µm, Strat-M® EMD Millipore, Burlington, MA, USA). The structure of the Strat-M® membrane creates a morphology like that of different layers of human skin as the epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous tissue [17]. Briefly, a membrane was placed on the receptor chamber and closed with a donor chamber with a permeation area of 3.14 cm². The receiver solution contained PBS (pH 7) with volume of 7.5 mL and incubated at 37 °C with a magnetic stirrer at 300 rpm. BE-FFS (1 mL) was added to the membrane. The receiver solution was withdrawn from the receptor chamber at 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 h and then replaced by a fresh medium with an equal volume. The receptor solution at each time interval was collected to determine the amount of ergothioneine and gallic acid permeated through a membrane because those are active compounds found in BE. The formulation remained on the membrane and was removed by deionized water. Then the membrane was cut in pieces and extracted with methanol by sonicate bath for 10 min. The concentration of ergothioneine and gallic acid in the membrane was analyzed by HPLC.

The cumulative amount of ERT and GA permeated after 12 h (Q₁₂) was directly determined from the concentration of the agent in the receptor compartment per unit area. The steady-state flux (J) was determined from the slope of the steady-state portion of a plot of Q versus time. The permeability coefficient (Kp) was calculated from steady-state flux/donor concentration.

2.9. Human Skin Irritation Test

The skin irritation test was evaluated on the upper arm of volunteers using a standard 8 mm Scanpor® Fin chamber (Dr. Ebeling & Assoc. GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). All subjects provided signed informed consent. Thirty volunteers with dry skin, male and female aged between 45 and 70 years were enrolled in the study. The dry skin condition was evaluated using a Corneometer (Corneometer® CM 825; Courage & Khazaka Electronic GmbH, Cologne, Germany) on a scale ranging from 0 to 100 arbitrary units (a.u.), whereby values higher than 40 a.u. represent normal skin hydration, values between 30 and 40 a.u. constitute dry skin and values lower than 30 a.u. characterize extremely dry skin [18]. Thus, volunteers exhibiting skin hydration values lower than 40 a.u. were included as volunteers.

According to European Society of Contact Dermatitis (ESCD) guidelines for diagnostic patch testing [19], The BE-FFS, 2% w/w SLS (positive control), and deionized water (negative control) were applied on the upper arm of human volunteers using a Fin chamber and left for 48 h. After patch removal, the irritating reactions (erythema and edema) were observed at 24, 48, and 72 h. The identification of irritating scores was based on the Draize scoring system [20] and primary irritation index (PII value) [21].

2.10. Moisturizing Effect of BE-FFS in Human Volunteers

The study was conducted in accordance with the Faculty of Pharmacy, Chiang Mai University, and approved by the Research Ethics Committee (REC) of the Faculty of Pharmacy, Chiang Mai University operates in compliance with ethical principles stated in the Declaration of Helsinki, ICH-GCP and international ethical guidelines (protocol code 002/2020). The moisturizing effect of BE-FFS was conducted with 30 dry skin volunteers (n = 30). The volunteers sprayed the BE-FFS on their upper arm to cover a surface (5 × 15 cm) twice daily; morning and evening for 4 weeks. The parameters related to skin dryness including skin surface hydration and TEWL of all volunteers were evaluated as baselines before applying BE-FFS. The hydration level of the skin was represented in terms of skin water content measured by a Corneometer. TEWL was evaluated using a Tewameter (Tewameter® TM 300; Courage & Khazaka Electronic, Cologne, Germany), measuring the amount of water loss by the skin over a certain period expressed in g/m²/h. During the study, all volunteers were allowed to wash their skin normally but they were restricted to
applying moisturizers on the testing areas. The percentage of skin moisturizing and TEWL protection efficacy are calculated using the following equation.

\[
\text{% Efficacy} = \left( \frac{T_{(4 \text{weeks})} - T_{(0)}}{T_{(0)}} \right) \times 100 \quad (5)
\]

where \( T_{(4 \text{weeks})} \) is the skin hydration and TEWL level after using the BE-FFS for four weeks and \( T_{(0)} \) is the initial skin hydration and TEWL level before using the BE-FFS.

2.11. Statistical Analysis

All results are expressed as the mean ± SD. The results were statistically compared using one-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons using Tukey’s test (GraphPad, Version 7.0). Significant differences were considered at \( p < 0.05 \).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Cloud Ear Mushroom Extraction

The fruiting body of cloud ear mushroom and the physical appearance of CW are shown in Figure 1. The fruiting body was light yellow with a gelatinous texture and ear-shaped form. The physical appearance of CW by hot water extraction was a dark brown semisolid extract. The percentage yield of CW was 20.99 ± 1.65%. Hot water extraction can promote the breakdown of chitin in the mushroom cell walls essentially resulting in high molecular weight compounds including polysaccharides, proteins, and free amino acids [22].

![Figure 1](image1.png)
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Figure 1. The physical appearance of (a) fruiting body of cloud ear mushroom and (b) cloud ear mushroom water extract.

3.2. Determination of Total Polysaccharides Content

The polysaccharides in the extract are hydrolyzed into glucose when boiled in an acidic medium, resulting in a green–blue color complex [23]. The total polysaccharides content of CW was 748.2 ± 0.02 mg glucose/g extract. The extract showed high total polysaccharide content because hot water extraction can effectively extract water-soluble polysaccharides [24].

3.3. Cell Culture

3.3.1. Cytotoxicity Test by MTT Assay

The cytotoxic effect of the CW on the viability of HaCaT cells is presented in Figure 2. The cell viability of the control sample was expressed as 100%. The CW was tested at a concentration range of 37.5 to 300 µg/mL. To identify the non-cytotoxic concentration, the
result showed that the IC$_{20}$ of CW was 300 µg/mL. Thus, the non-toxic concentration was 300 µg/mL which was chosen for the further anti-inflammatory activity study and the expression of FLG and AQP3 tests.

3.3.2. Preventive Effect of Cloud Ear Mushroom Extract against Inflammation in LPS-Induced HaCaT Cells

The present study investigated CW’s anti-inflammatory activity and skin protective effects using HaCaT cell lines as the model system of human skin. The LPS-induced HaCaT cells for the secretions of IL-6 and TNF-α were defined as 100%, as shown in Figure 3. Inflammatory cytokines, including IL-6 and TNF-α, were activated with LPS and incubated for 24 h. The pre-treatment of the extract (CW+LPS) strongly protected HaCaT cells against IL-6 secretion similar to the treatment of CW alone. For TNF-α secretion, the pretreatment extract (CW+LPS) moderately decreased cytokine production compared with that of CW alone. However, CW significantly inhibited pro-inflammation cytokines including IL-6 and TNF-α, compared with LPS alone. The results showed that CW could reduce LPS-induced inflammation and decrease IL-6 and TNF-α secretions in HaCaT cells. In addition, IL-6 levels were involved in the skin growth and differentiation of dermal and epidermal layers [25]. The increase of these cytokines was an immediate response to SC permeability impairment, increased TEWL, and decreased SC hydration [26]. Moreover, IL-6 cytokine has been indicated in a wide range of inflammatory conditions, especially those affecting the skin due to abnormal epidermal skin barriers, thickening of the epidermis, and promoting dryness [27]. The release of inflammatory cytokines could activate mast cells and encourage the production of histamines and MMP-1 that caused the breakdown of skin collagen type 1 and contributed to skin dryness [28]. Therefore, the ability of CW was an anti-inflammatory agent and a skin protector from TEWL. Additionally, it could improve skin barrier function, significantly affecting skin hydration.
Figure 3. Effects of the CW on (a) IL-6 and (b) TNF-α secretion on HaCaT cells. For each study, cells were treated with LPS alone (LPS), extract alone (CW), pre-treatment (CW+LPS), and non-treated (cell control). Different letters above the bars indicate a statistically significant difference ($p < 0.05$).

3.3.3. Expression of AQP3 and FLG

Skin hydration relies on many proteins and humectants in the epidermis. AQP3 and FLG are the proteins expressed by keratinocytes and play important roles in hydration due to their moisturizing and barrier-enhancing activities [29]. The important role of aquaporin is directly involved in water transport. AQP3 is an aquaglyceroporin that transports water and glycerol, mediating skin hydration mechanisms. FLG is a key protein that acts as an adhesive to hold keratin together, increasing the strength of the skin barrier in keratinocytes [30]. When HaCaT cells were treated with CW (300 µg/mL) for 96 h, cells were lysed, and the soluble proteins were measured using Lowry’s method and correlated to the protein concentration as 40 µg/mL for FLG expression [31]. In this study, the expression of AQP3 and FLG was observed in CW-treated HaCaT cells, as shown in Figure 4. The results showed that the expression of AQP3 and FLG was significantly increased when treated with CW compared with cell control. It could be confirmed that CW could enhance the capability of the skin barrier and hydration through upregulating AQP3 and FLG.

Figure 4. Effect of CW on (a) AQP3 and (b) FLG expression in HaCaT cells. Different letters above the bars indicate statistically significant differences ($p < 0.05$).

3.4. Optimization of Film Forming Spray Base

A pseudo-components simplex mixture design was carried out to optimize the ratios among FFS-based components and the respective minimum and maximum limits of the following mixture variables: (A) CW (0 to 3% w/w), (B) SPS (0 to 3% w/w) and (C) glycerin (0 to 3% w/w) for variable responses of drying time (min) and occlusive factor (%), Figure 5.
The regression equations obtained after applying the mixture design represented the relationship between the main factors and variable responses. The quadratic model best fit the drying time, which was determined to be significant ($p < 0.05$) with an $R^2$ value of 0.998. The optimization predicted drying time was 2.30 min. CW had a more significant effect on increasing the drying time of FFS-based formulations. The drying time tended to increase when the amount of glycerin was higher. To obtain FFS-based formulations with minimized drying time, using low amounts of CW and glycerin was essential. The regression equation for drying time is stated in the equation. Where A represents CW, B represents SDS, and C represents GLY.

$$y = 3.05A + 1.29B + 2.99C - 2.77AB - 2.91AC - 0.7946BC$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The optimization predicted on the occlusive factor was 18.16%. The occlusive factor of FFS-based formulations was dependent on natural and synthesized polymers. As it can be seen from the results an increase in CW had a more significant effect on improving the occlusive factor, while an increase in glycerin had a decreasing effect. The quadratic model was the best fit for determining the significant occlusive factor ($p < 0.05$) with an $R^2$ value of 0.986. The regression equation for the occlusive factor was obtained from the mixture design in the equation below.

$$y = 11.25A + 4.88B + 1.53C + 5.41AB + 13.61AC + 9.87BC$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Therefore, the best formulation optimized by the simplex lattice mixture design analysis was 0.74% w/w CW, 1.38% w/w SPS, and 0.87% w/w glycerin, resulting in a drying time of 2.21 min, and an occlusive factor of 17.67 matching the theoretical predictions values. The coefficient of variation (%CV) was 1.91 and the low value indicated that the mixture design sufficiently fit the experimental data and could be used as a tool to optimize desirable formulations. The final formulation containing BE was packed in a spray container and further evaluated for physical appearance.

3.5. Evaluation of Physical Appearances and Spray Parameters of BE-FFS

The physical characteristics of BE-FFS were evaluated using pH, viscosity, drying time, occlusive factor, spray pattern, and spray angle. The BE-FFS was brown with no phase separation. When sprayed on the skin, The solution was found to be a thin transparent film, as shown in Figure 6. The BE-FFS had a pH value of 5, which is appropriate in the range...
of human skin pH, between 5.0 and 6.0 [32]. Viscosity plays an important critical role in affecting droplet spread. The formulation would be un-sprayable throughout the target skin surface when the viscosity was too high. The viscosity of BE-FFS was 10 cps. The drying time of BE-FFS was 2.21 ± 1.55 min. BE-FFS consists of synthetic and natural polymers that are soluble in water, so the drying time was directly correlated to the concentration of the natural polymer [13]. The BE-FFS remained on the skin’s surface without dripping until it dried, efficiently providing spray ability. The spray angle of BE-FFS was also found to be 82.46 ± 0.39. The spray pattern was uniform and exhibited spherical spots indicating a good spray effect. The occlusive factor of BE-FFS was 17.67 ± 0.13% because the mixed polymers showed a suitable occlusive property to cover the skin surface. The occlusive property of film forming is important to improve skin hydration, prevent water loss, and increase skin penetration of active agents through the skin.

![Figure 6](image-url). Physical appearance of (a) BE-FFS, (b) spray pattern, and (c) an arrow pointing to polymeric film on a human upper arm.

### 3.6. In Vitro Skin Permeation Study of BE-FFS

Skin permeation of BE-FFS was tested by Franz diffusion cells using Strat-M® synthetic membrane as skin. Our previous study showed that ergothioneine (ERT) and gallic acid (GA) were active compounds in brown *A. bisporus* extract [11]. Therefore, ERT and GA were chosen as chemical markers for the skin permeation study of BE-FFS detected by HPLC. The Skin permeation parameters of ERT and GA release from BE-FSS were assessed over 12 h, presented in Table 2. Data on skin permeation from BE-FFS through the membrane are illustrated in Figure 7a. After 0.5 h, it became evident that the BE-FFS showed a steady state of skin permeation of ERT and GA, as seen in the linear portion of the plot. The results showed that the BE-FFS had a moderate amount of ERT and GA in the receptor medium. This indicated that the BE-FFS had smoothly penetrated the membrane. After the end of the permeation experiment, the amount of ERT and GA had highly accumulated on the skin, as shown in Figure 7b. ERT and GA were found to have highly accumulated on the membrane, indicating that BE-FFS remained on the skin. This was due to the property of film-forming polymers. Mushroom polysaccharides promote drug penetration, serve as a permeation enhancer, and possess occlusive properties, providing long-term release in the skin [33]. Moreover, the unique advantage of polysaccharides promotes a hydration effect [34]. The BE-FFS consisted of natural polysaccharide and synthetic polymer as a thin film polymer, resulting in accumulating the active compound in the skin, resulting in an effect on the skin barrier with an increase in skin hydration and protection against TEWL.
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Table 2. Skin permeation parameters of ERT and GA release from BE-FSS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BE-FFS</th>
<th>Flux (µg/cm²/h)</th>
<th>Permeability Coefficient, Kp (cm/h) × 10⁻⁶</th>
<th>Cumulative Amount, Q₁₂ (µg/cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERT</td>
<td>0.042 ± 0.11</td>
<td>8.34 ± 0.27</td>
<td>49.78 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>0.011 ± 0.15</td>
<td>1.30 ± 0.31</td>
<td>13.07 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Skin permeation study of ERT and GA from BE-FSS (a) percentage cumulative in receiving compartment and (b) percentage cumulative on the membrane per unit surface area of BE-FSS after 12 h.

3.7. Skin Irritation Test in Human Volunteers

The skin irritation reaction of the BE-FFS was evaluated after 48 h using Finn chamber®. The dermal irritancy potential of the test substances is shown in Table 3. The results showed that deionized water and the BE-FFS were nonirritating with a low Primary Dermal Irritation Index value (PDII < 0.5), whereas 2% w/v SLS was slightly irritating (PDII range from 0.5 to 2.0). The results revealed that the BE-FFS was nonirritating to the skin and could be further used for skin hydration tests among human volunteers.

Table 3. Primary Dermal Irritation Index (PDII) and skin irritation reaction were observed among 30 volunteers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Substances</th>
<th>PDII Value</th>
<th>Classification of Skin Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BE-FFS</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>No irritation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive (2% w/v SLS)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>Slight irritation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative (DI water)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>No irritation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.8. Moisturizing Effect of BE-FFS in Human Volunteers

The results of the moisturizing property evaluation of BE-FFS on human skin after four weeks are shown in Table 4. The results indicated that BE-FFS can increase skin hydration from 38.47 ± 6.01 a.u. at week 0 to 48.43 ± 8.03 at the end. A pairwise comparison showed that the skin hydration level on week four was significantly higher than the initial level (p < 0.05). The results of skin moisturizing efficacy of BE-FFS application after four weeks were 27.3 ± 9.55%.

TEWL is the amount of water evaporated per unit of time/area. The higher the amount of TEWL, the more skin water loss occurs, indicating that the skin barrier is damaged. In this study, TEWL significantly decreased after four weeks at 9.60 ± 2.30 compared with the initial level (p < 0.05). TEWL protection efficacy was presented at −17.9 ± 5.60%. It can be assumed that the BE-FFS can protect water loss from the skin surface. As mentioned above, the BE-FFS demonstrated an excellent potential effect on hydrating skin and preventing...
skin water loss. The likely explanation is that the mixed CW and synthetic polymer as a thin film polymer produced an occlusive effect. In addition, CW is composed of many polysaccharides according to the results of total polysaccharides content. Natural polysaccharides function as a moisturizing agent and natural film formers that could retain prolonged skin hydration and protect the skin barrier [35–37]. In addition, one related study found that GA and ERT, found in the BE, could repair the skin barrier by adding skin moisturizer and covering skin water loss [11].

Table 4. Skin hydration and TEWL before and after using formulation for 4 weeks (N = 30). Different letters in the column indicate statistically significant differences (p < 0.05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weeks</th>
<th>Skin Hydration (a.u.)</th>
<th>Skin Moisturizing Efficacy (%)</th>
<th>TEWL (g/m²/h)</th>
<th>TEWL Protection Efficacy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>38.47 ± 6.01 a</td>
<td>27.3 ± 9.55</td>
<td>14.20 ± 8.10 b</td>
<td>−17.9 ± 5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>48.43 ± 8.03 b</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.60 ± 2.30 a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

CW possesses properties of a natural polymer that is nontoxic and can protect against IL-6 and TNF-α secretion on HaCaT cells. Moreover, it significantly increased AQP3 and FLG expression, which can improve skin hydration and prevent skin barrier damage on HaCaT cells. The BE-FFS was successfully prepared using CW and SPS mixing as the film-forming polymers in the aqueous solution. The BE-FFS was demonstrated as a clear, transparent spray, generating a fast, thin film after spraying on the skin surface. The BE-FFS was formulated to increase skin permeation efficacy with an occlusive factor. The BE-FFS can improve skin hydration and moisturizing effectiveness in clinical studies and protect skin from TEWL and non-irritation. Thus, the BE-FFS may prove a potential topical film-forming spray for topical skin hydration application in cosmeceutical products.
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